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ABSTRACT
The focus of this study is the use of the Cobb-Douglas’ production function to evaluate the
productivity of a manufacturing firm. In order to achieve our aim, secondary data of the production
line of the firm, were used. These data include the production output data and cost data, which
covered a period from 1991to 2010. A production frontier was established for every manufacturing
year using the production function. Business cycle was also used to analyze the deviation between
the actual production and the production frontier. The results indicated that for 80 percent of the
years under study, the firm operated above the production frontier, and therefore considered
technically efficient for those years, with the exception of the years 1994, 2005, 2007 and 2008 where
the firm operated below the production frontier. Also the deviation between the actual production
and the production frontier followed the business cycle. The trend of actual production curve showed
that there is a tendency of low productivity in the future.

Keywords: Output Elasticity, Labour, Capital, Cobb-Douglas Model, Production Function,
Recession and Depression

Nomenclature:
GDP = Gross Domestic Product
K
= Capital input (the amount of money invested in a year)
L
= Labour (The total number man–hour worked in a year)
Q
=Total production for a year
b
= Total factor productivity
𝑝𝑙
= price of labour per unit hour
𝑃𝑘
=Price of capital per unit hour
 and β are the output elasticity of labour and capital respectively.
₦
= Naira
1.0. Introduction
In fact, the manufacturing sector, according to the report on Vision 2020 NTWG on Manufacturing
Thematic Area (2009), has performed woefully and failed to deliver on its high potentials as reflected
by low capacity utilization, minimal economic contribution to the country’s GDP (from 8.8% in 1990
to 4.1% as at 2008) and low employment share in comparison to other sectors. Over the years, estimated
cost of production in the Nigeria has risen considerably due to the high cost of doing business. The
Nigerian economy depends on oil revenue and the country has large oil reserves and therefore has great
potential to build a strong and vibrant economy from huge revenues generated from this sector. In fact,
it has been reported that as at 2009, 95% of the country’s foreign exchange earnings derives from oil.
However, these revenues failed to improve the poverty level of the country and it was among the world’s
poorest countries until 2002 (Ku et al, 2010). In order to accelerate the growth of its economy, the
country should reduce her dependence on oil and concentrate on the development of other sectors like
agriculture, energy and, transport and manufacturing.
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However, the performance of the manufacturing sector in Nigeria shows that there are some vital
problems that have and are still inhibiting the growth of the sector. It has also been argued that some
basic limitations are impeding the growth and development of the sector despite past studies and
solutions proffered.
Complete analysis of the Nigerian manufacturing sector is complex due to inadequate data about the
productivity levels of the Nigerian economy. It has however been reported that the overall productivity
level of the manufacturing sector from 1980-1989 has seen very increase and most of the companies
even faced a decline in productivity. The report expressed low expectations of improvement in the
situation. Studies conducted in the 1990s and 2000s confirmed this expectation of negative trend in
productivity level of the sector (Ku et al, 2010).
Meagher (2006) identified the problem of the Nigerian manufacturing sector from the perspective of
inadequate academic research and development from the Nigerian universities and other institutions.
He recommended that the research institutions in the country be adequately funded by the Nigerian
government, public, private and even multinational organisations in order that the decaying
manufacturing sector be revived through the researches that will be engaged in. It is against this
backdrop that this research becomes a matter of necessity.
The performance of a manufacturing firm is often identified with the growth rate of potential output.
However, in a non-manufacturing firm, potential output is not observed in reality but can be
approximated. Measuring performance has been part and parcel of a successful manufacturing firm. It
has to be strategic in that the survival of any organization depends on its performance. In other words,
management uses performance measurement to evaluate the overall health of the organization.
The output of a firm is dependent mainly on factors of production, classified as labour and capital. The
firm has to confront the problem of determining how much labour and capital to employ to produce the
most efficient output. Every production manager wants to increase production level to the maximum
point at the available factors of production. The right combination of these two factors to maximize
output (productivity) of a production firm forms the basis of this study. The indigenous bottle
manufacturing company under study has been in operation for over 25 years. The company is situated
in Delta State of Nigeria. It comprises various departments, ranging from cold end department, printing
department, mould department, quality control department, and process maintenance department. They
operate a flow or mass production system. This means continuous production.
There is no doubt, that there is a link between potential output and its input variables. But the problem
of establishing the right relationship between the input variable and the output variable (firm
performance) still exist. When studying the growth of a nation’s economy, the economists have
established the link between input and output of the nation. But most of the individual firms in the
economy have not been able to establish similar relationship that exists between the input and output of
their production line. This study therefore establishes such a relationship using the Cobb-Douglass.
Some studies have been conducted using this model in different areas of research. The qualitative and
quantitative explanation, the merits of the Cobb-Douglas production function and its use for analyzing
production process because of the advantage it possesses which outweighs its advantages were
identified by Bhanumurthy (2002). Effiong and Umoh (2010) used the Cobb-Douglas model based on
stochastic profit frontier to estimate and the relevant indices determining efficiency levels for egglaying industry in Akwa Ibom state in Nigeria while (Banaeian and Zangeneh, 2011) used the model
to obtain the relationship between agricultural inputs and walnut yield in view of energy input in Iran.
Adinya et al (2011) examined the constraints militating against the profitability potentials of snail
production by small-scale farmers in Cross River State, Nigeria utililsing the model. (Bhagwat and
Debruine, 2011) utilized the production function approach to study the concomitant effect of Research
and Development (R and D) and advertising expenditures on the revenue of pharmaceutical firms. Essi
(2011) used the model to establish how the role played by production function in economics can be
enhanced when they are correctly specified. Khater (2012) established a new index for human
development based on the Cobb-Douglas function, for the purpose of measuring and assessing
development among different overrates in Egypt. He also compared it with available indices and
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discovered that it outperformed them. However, literature that reported on using the model to analyse
the productivity of the manufacturing sector in Nigeria is scarce hence the need for this study.
The aim of this study is to evaluate the productivity (firm’s performance) of an indigenous bottle
manufacturing firm located in Nigeria using Cobb-Douglass production function which will serve as a
basis for future improved models to be developed for the company and similar outfits. The data used
covered a period of 20 years (1991-2010). In addition to developing the production function for the
company under study, the function is also optimized in order to get the least cost combination of input
resources for a desired level of output. This study is intended to give a better understanding of
performance measurement, serve as a guide to manufacturing as well as service companies and as a
reference material for future research in this area for the manufacturing sector since lack of adequate
information and data have been reported.
1.1. Theoretical Framework
The Cobb-Douglas production function expresses the relationship between productivity and factors of
production. The model presents a simplified view of the economy in which production output is
determined by the amount of labour involved and the amount of capital invested. In this regard, a lot of
studies have been undertaken. The function is of the form:

Q L, K   b L K 

(1)

1.1.1. Assumptions made in the Model
If the production function denote by Q =q (L, K), then the partial derivative.

Q
is the rate at which
L

production changes with respect to the amount of labour. Economists called it marginal productivity of
labour. Likewise the partial derivative

Q
is the rate at which production changes with respect to
K

capital and is called the marginal productivity of capital (Bao Hong, 2008). In this term the assumption
made by Cobb-Douglass can be state as follows:
i.
ii.

If either labour or capital vanishes, them so will production.
The marginal productivity of labour is proportional to the amount of production per unit
of labour.
iii.
The marginal productivity of capital is proportional to the amount of production per unit
of capital.
𝑃
Because the production per unit of labour is , assumption 2 says that

Q
Q

L
L
Finally, Q L, k   C1 K 0  L

𝐿

(2)
(3)

Where C1(k0) is the constant of integration and we can write it as a function of k0 since it could depend
on the value of k0.
Similarly, assumption 3 says that

Q
Q

k
k

Keeping L constant (L =𝐿0 ) this differential equation can be solve to get

Q L0 , K   C 2 L0  K 

(4)

Finally, combining equation (3) and equation (4), we have

Q L0 , K   bL K 

(5)

Where b is a constant that is independent of both L and K.
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Assumption 1 shows that α > 0 and β > 0. From Equation 1, if labour and capital are both increased by
a factor M, then,


(6)
Q ML, MK   b ML  MK   M    b  M    Q L, K 
From the theory of return to scale, if α + β = 1, Q (ML, Mk) =MQ (L, K) which means that production
is also increased by a factor of M.
From equation 1,
LogQ =logb + αlogk +βlogL
(7)

Y  P  X 1  bX 2
Where Y = logQ, P=logb, X1 = logK, and X2=logL

(8)

For a multivariate linear regression analysis we use the model below:

Y  P  X 1   X 2
 Y  nP    X 1    X 2

(9)
(10)

 X 1 Y  PX 1    X 12    X 1 X 2
 X 2 Y  PX 2    X 1 X 2    X

2
2

(11)
(12)

1.2. Business Cycle
Business cycle refers to a phenomenon of cyclical booms and depression. In a business, there are wavelike fluctuations in aggregate output. Business cycle has four phases namely: Prosperity, Recession,
Depression and Recovery. Prosperity is a period in which output is at the highest peak. While recession
starts when there is descent from the peak, which is of short duration. Depression is the lowest peak; it
is as a result of the general decline in economic activity. There is a considerable reduction in the
production of goods. When depression has lasted for some time then it will begin to rise, this phase is
known as recovery.
2.0. Methodology
This research work involves the assessment of the productivity of a glass bottle manufacturing firm
using the Cobb-douglass’ Model with labour and capital as input variables to develop a muti-regression
prediction model. This will be achieved by using secondary production input and output data obtained
from the firm, covering a period of 20 years (1991 to 2010). The production function developed will be
used to establish a production frontier against which actual production will be evaluated. Using
Lagrange multipliers, the model can be optimized in order to get the least cost combination of input
resources
2.1. Data Collection
The assumption made by Cobb- Douglass limited the factor of production to labour and capital as the
input and the output of their production line. The labour index in this research work was obtained by
summing the number of hours worked by those employees in the production floor. In this firm the
employees work seven hours a day for shift workers and for straight day employees work eight hour a
day. To obtain the capital index, we need the cost of production which includes the salary of workers
in the production floor, money used to purchase raw material, and the book value of the machines that
were used in the production process. Since most of the machines were not purchased during the period
under study, and that they have passed through depreciation stages, we had to compute depreciation
account to get the book value of the machines. In the production line of the firm, the different equipment
used in the production process are listed thus:
1. Ande printing machine 2. Palletizing machine 3. Furnace 4. Iscebeg machine 5. Maipo stitching
machine 6. Ringler rapping machine 7. Ximing power plants (1 and 2) 8. Fork lift 9. Howitt layer
10.Vensingh washing machine 11. Moser mixer machine 12. Panama driller
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These machines are fixed assets which are purchased for the production process. To know the cost of
production, then we must know the monetary worth of these machines. Table 1 shows some basic
history of these equipment. Table 1 displays information about cost, Useful life as well as salvage value
and the date of purchase of equipment used in the production process as obtained from accounts
department of the company.
Table 1: Information about equipment used in the production process
Equipment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 (Power Plant1)
(PowerPlant 2)
8
9
10
11
12

Date of Purchase
05/01/1991
01/06/1999
27/12/1980
30/12/1989
31/05/1997
10/01/2000
21/01/1984
01/06/2000
01/07/2000
30/11/1992
15/01/1998
15/06/1998
25/01/1990

Asset Cost (₦)
15,00,000
5,000,000
50,000,000
1,000,000
200,000
4,000,000
8,000,000
12,000,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
150,000
5,000,000
9,000,000

Useful Life (yrs)
25
15
30
25
15
10
15
15
15
15
15
15
20

Salvage Value (%)
10
5
10
5
10
5
109
10
10
10
5
10
5

3.0. Data Analysis, Results and Discussion
The figures in Table 1 were used to obtain the depreciation account for the period they served, starting
with the year of purchase. The data was organized using the information available from the company.
Table 2 shows the output and input figures for the period under study. The Double Declining Balance
technique was used for depreciation since it is the company’s policy.
3.1. Depreciation Account
The annual depreciation is calculated as follows:
Annual depreciation = Depreciation rate × book value at the beginning of the year
The depreciation rate (Collier and Glagola, 1998) =

2
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒

(13)

Purchase of depreciable asset is equal to book value at time zero and the cause of depreciation is mostly
due to wear, which accumulates as a function of hours of use, severity of use and the level of preventive
maintenance.
Table 2: Output and input figures
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Year

(Q) × 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟎

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

2.12675
2.00564
2.044598
1.14398
2.09484
2.11199
2.10671
2.07154
2.06981
2.03180
2.01905
2.08104
2.07213
2.00937
1.14080
2.13837
1.15287
1.13901
2.15957
2.07964

(L)

×𝟏𝟎𝟕

6.99876
5.67250
5.93498
4.96819
6.19454
6.81410
6.20325
6.40017
6.57259
5.56691
5.66494
6.75498
6.61760
5.73978
5.18900
6.34180
5.01213
7.09935
7.17010
6.57259

(K) × 𝟏𝟎𝟖
2.46739
2.32985
2.29515
1.96248
1.99606
1.98143
2.61265
4.92822
2.02132
2.20062
2.28092
2.23576
2.18136
2.23649
1.98752
1.78799
1.66944
2.05942
1.87993
2.02267
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The data obtained were analysed using the ordinary least square multiple regression technique to
establish the relationship between the output variable and the input variables given as:
∑ 𝑦=205.30740, ∑ 𝑋1 =155.75568, ∑ 𝑋2 =166.83115, ∑ 𝑋1 2 =1213.03697, ∑ 𝑋2 2 =1391.83255,
∑ 𝑌𝑋1 =1598.88138, ∑ 𝑌𝑋2 =1712.5758 and ∑ 𝑋1 𝑋2 =1299.25911.
Solving the regression equations (equations (9) to (12)) with the data gives:
𝛼=-0.35639, β=0.55603 and P = 8.40275
From equation 9, b =10 p hence, b = 2.51189 ×108 .
Substituting these estimators into equation 1, we have:
Q=2.51189×108 𝐿−0.35639 𝐾 0.55603

(14)

Table 3 shows the percentage deviation between the actual and theoretical production.
Table 3: Percentage Deviation between Actual Production and Theoretical Production.
.Years

Actual Production
Q×𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟎

Theoretical Production
q×𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟎

Percentage Deviation
𝑸−𝒒
×100

Business
Cycle

1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

2.12675
2.00564
2.04597
1.14396
2.09484
2.11199
2.10671
2.07154
2.06981
2.03180
2.01905
2.08104
2.07213
2.00937
1.11408
2.13837
1.15287
1.13901
2.15957
2.07964

1.90830
1.99239
1.95444
1.92060
1.71294
1.80216
1.82097
1.80326
1.76222
1.99348
1.94831
1.78703
1.85672
1.97094
1.79563
1.67058
1.77421
1.83886
1.67842
1.70623

10.27154
0.66064
51.16555
-67.89048
18.23050
14.66990
13.56333
12.95075
14.86078
1.88601
3.50362
14.12803
10.39558
1.91254
-61.17604
21.87600
-53.89506
-61.44371
22.27989
17.95551

Prosperity
Recession
Prosperity
Depression
Recovery
Prosperity
Prosperity
Prosperity
Prosperity
Prosperity
Prosperity
Prosperity
Prosperity
Prosperity
Depression
Recession
Depression
Depression
Recovery
Recession

𝑸

3.2. Optimization of Function
The objective function is (Ekanem and Iyoha, 1999):
Q =𝑃𝑙 L+𝑃𝑘 K

(15)

If the firm desires to produce an output of 250×108 unit, how many unit of input of labour and capital
should the firm employed to achieve their target if the unit price of labour per hour is ₦250 while that
of capital per unit hour is ₦ 300.
The Lagrange function is
Q = 2.51189×108 𝐿−0.35639 𝐾 0.55603 +λ (250×108 – 250L - 300K)
𝛿𝑄
= -8.95×109 𝐿−1.35639 𝐾 −0.55603 -250λ
𝛿𝐿
𝛿𝑄
𝛿𝐾
𝛿𝑄
𝛿𝜆

(16)
(17)

= 1.396×108 𝐿−0.35639 𝐾 0.44397 -300λ

(18)

= 250 ×108 -250L -300K

(19)

From which we obtain, L = 984634521 man hr and K =₦1280409unit
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Under elasticity of substitution isoquant curve are generally convex to the origin its slope is always
negative thus the sign of elasticity is negative. Economist conventionally eliminates this negative sign
by multiplying through with -1. More importantly, it is the absolute size that is of significance to the
economist.
3.3. Discussion of Results
From eq. 14, 𝛼 + 𝛽 < 1implying decreasing return to scale i.e. successive application of equal
additional unit of variable input unto the existing fixed input will yield progressively less and less
additional output.
The production frontier characterizes the maximum output with various input combination. To establish
the theoretical output for a particular manufacturing year, the inputs for that year will be substituted
into the production function. This is the production frontier against the actual production is evaluated.
For a particular year, if the firm operates above the production frontier (if the actual production is more
than the theoretical production) for a manufacturing year, the firm is technically efficient, otherwise,
the firm is technically inefficient.
Table 3 indicated that for 80 percent of the years under study, the firm operated above the production
frontier, meaning that they were technically efficient in their use of input resources. With the exception
of 1994, 2005, 2007 and 2008 where the firm operated below the production frontier.
From the foregoing, it is noticed that there is difference between what was actually produced and the
computed production. The deviation between the actual production and theoretical production follows
the Business cycle. According to Baxter and King (1999), positive deviations indicate prosperity, while
negative deviations indicate recession.
Production was at its peak in 2009 with an output of 215.9 ×108 units followed by 2006 with an output
of 213.8 ×108 and 1991with an output of 212.7×108 A careful look at the chart showed that there was
a sudden drop in production for the years 1994, 2005, 2007, and 2008.with an output of 114.4,× 108
111.4×108 115.3×108 and 113.9×108 unit.Productivity fluctuates between 200 ×108 unit and220
×108 unit within the years 1995and 2004. Looking closely at the trend on the graph shows from times
series analysis that production has the tendency to decrease as time goes on.
There were positive and negative deviations. Its highest positive deviation occurred in the year 2009
with peak deviation of 22.28 percent and the lowest deviation occurred for the year 1994 with a
deviation of -67.89 percent deviation and the trend line indicates a decrease in the near future.
The productivity of each factor can be examined when one of the factor input is held constant. As the
unit of labour increase and capital held constant, production will increase. But if labour is held constant
while capital is increase, then production will decrease. It implies that more of labour and less capital
will result in output growth.
The unit of labour and capital that the firm needs to employ to achieve a desired output of 250×108 units
is 984634521 man-hr and ₦1280409. Anything less than this value will result in a different output.
4.0. Conclusion
The production function of the indigenous firm under study has been developed and optimised. With
the model we were able to evaluate and come to the conclusion that for 80 percent of the years under
study the firm’s output performance was efficient with the exception of 1994, 2005, 2007, and 2008.
With the desired output of 250×108 and with unit price of labour to be N250 per hour and that of capital
is N300, the model has been used to estimate the amount of input (labour and capital) to be applied to
the production line to achieve the desire output. The amount of labour that should be applied is
984634521hours and that for capital is N1280409.
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